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A favorite line for Maude Frickert, one of Jonathan Winters 's characters, is "Don't repeat yourself Lenny," as 

her dim-witted brother explains how he is going to do something bizarre, like Scotch-tape 130 pigeons to his arms 

so he can fly But sometimes, with radio you simply must repeat yourself, because it the nature of the beast. 

I
N early 1958, three young ERCO [ 1] engineers 
(Bill Prechtl, Bob Mateer, and myself) packed up 
a few tons of radio equipment and with the help 

of MATS (Military Air Transport System) took it to 
tiny Johnston Island, the 130-acre "high point" of a 
coral atoll about 700 miles southwest of Hawaii. 
There we built and erected an over-the-horizon 
(0TH) radar station. Along with the radar system, we 
put up a shortwave communications station consisting 
of a Johnson Viking 500 transmitter, a National HRO-
60 receiver, and a stacked Yagi trio of antennas on a 
60-foot tower. By mid-April, all was assembled and 
ready, and Bill, our official communicator, began 
making calls to the other end of our project, located 
deep in the Eniwetok Atoll, about 1900 miles west of 
Johnston Island, trying to raise Willie Walker, the 
fourth member of the field team. Willie had departed 
the ' states at the same time we had, packing only the 
communications complement, a Johnson Viking and 
an HRO-60, plus a duplicate of our Yagi antenna 
array, decamping for Parry Island in the Eniwetok 
Atoll. 
Because of the very high sunspot activity that year, 
and the low latitude of our stations, daybreak brought 

on a radio signal propagation mode, "sporadic-E," 
that was as clear and steady as any telephone 
connection of the time, and so regular AM voice 
mode was used; the conversations between Bill and 
Willie were as casual and effortless as could be 
imagined. Now Bill was already an old-timer in 
amateur radio, having got his license in 1940 as 
W8VLG, but by 1958 his ham call was KH6VLG, 
since his last permanent address was in Ewa, 
Territory of Hawaii. He enjoyed being challenged 
to succeed in communicating despite poor iono-
spheric conditions, interference from others, and 
shaky equipment, and so this daylight effortless 
sporadic-E mode of AM radio, using first-class 
equipment, quickly became boring to him. He 
would remark that he felt more like a game show 
announcer than a military communicator. 

With the resulting idle time available to him Bill 
began studying the technicalities of the 0TH radar 
system, which was my bailiwick, and so the bulk of 
our efforts was spent on getting the radar system to 
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(Continued from page 1) 

bring back echoes of the events happening at 
Eniwetok for all the early Hardtack (the 1958 nuclear 
bomb test series project) tests there, which were 
during daylight periods. Bob Mateer's assignments 
had mostly to do with recording of the radar data, 
both on 1/2-inch magnetic tape and on 35-mm 
photographic film. We had set up a small darkroom 
in a corner of our shack where he processed 100-foot 
rolls of 35-mm Plus-X film each day, dried them, and 
sent them back to the ERCO lab in Riverdale, 
Maryland via the weekly C-47 resupply flight. At the 
Riverdale lab, ionospheric scientists pored over the 
film, learning what tropical signal propagation was 
like, and seeking, in the data, certain echoes 
associated with nuclear bomb detonations. 

But by mid-May, the testing began to run later in the 
day, and soon tests were being conducted at night. 
The sporadic-E propagation conditions ceased 
abruptly at local sundown, and the operating 
frequencies dropped from around 30 MHz down to 
the overcrowded 7 MHz region, and here, Bill soon 
became seriously challenged to maintain 
communications with Willie. The 0TH radar was a 
dandy tool for examining the modes of signal 
propagation along our path between Johnston and 
Eniwetok. It showed how far each earth-to-
ionosphere-to-earth bounce or "hop" extended at any 
operating frequency chosen, so that Bill could select a 
good operating frequency for his communications 
task by running a quick sweep of operating 
frequencies using the radar. The only real problem 
was in getting that information to Eniwetok, so Willie 
could know where on the dial he should listen for 
Bill. Like all decent communicators of the day, they 
set up strict search routines, timed by the clock, and 
soon had good 24-hour capabilities, even though all 
of the darkness periods required resort to Morse code 
rather than AM-voice, because of the interference-
rich crowded spectrum at the lower frequencies. 

One evening, after all testing was done, Bill stuck his 
QSL card on the front of the Johnson Viking and 
swung the Yagi antenna around to the north, 
intending to talk to some of his former neighbors in 
Hawaii, using the 40-meter ham band Pl. He 
transmitted a string of CQs, and signed off with his 
callsign, KH6VLG, and added a final K, indicating 
that he was standing by for anyone to call him back. 
As soon as he sent the K, he switched over to 
"receive," which connected the HRO-60 receiver to 
the Yagi antenna. What we all heard, immediately, 

Johnston Island, as of 1970, after it was increased 
in size by 250% through dredging, to accommodate 
the 1962 rocket-launched nuclear tests. 

was the last part of his callsign and the final K, sort 
of like "....LG K." Bill seemed puzzled, and called 
again, sending his string of CQs, and signed off 
again, just like he had done previously, "..de 
KH6VLG K," and immediately switched over to 
receive. The receiver came to life and we all heard 
"...VLG K." This continued for several more tries, 
until some ham in California answered Bill's call, and 
seemed a bit testy about Bill's apparent anxiety in 
making so many CQ calls without allowing time for 
answers from listening hams. 

Bill tried to explain to the other ham that he was 
hearing echoes of his own transmissions, but the 
other ham was not too interested in it, so they chatted 
about what their rigs consisted of, and where they 
were located, and other such chatter, and both signed 
off. Again we heard the echo of Bill's sign-off, 
which we hadn't heard during the back-and-forth 
conversation with the California ham, probably 
because the California guy was quick to respond, and 
covered any such echo signal with his own 
"California kilowatt" signal. I told Bill to stand 

(Continued on page 4) 
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(Continued from page 3) 
down for a few minutes, while I fired up the 0TH 
radar and ran its frequency down to a spot we were 
licensed to use near 7.5 MHz, trying to get close to 
the 40-meter ham band Bill had been using. I 
dropped the pulse repetition rate down to 5 pulses per 
second, thus allowing a fifth of a second of clear time 
after each pulse. Sure enough, there were sharp, high 
-powered echoes of the radar pulse at about 78 
milliseconds and 140 milliseconds effective ranges 
(actually round-trip times-of-flight of the pulse from 
the radar transmitter). The echo at 140 milliseconds 
time-of-flight corresponded to a range of 21000 
kilometers, which is a spot exactly opposite Johnston 
Island on the other side of the earth. Careful 
measurements showed it to really be at 138.8 
milliseconds delay, which is 20820 kilometers 
distant. But what was the other echo at 78 
milliseconds? On a hunch, I reset the radar's pulse 
repetition rate to 3.3 per second (actually 300 
milliseconds between pulses), and the echo at 78 
milliseconds disappeared, and a new strong echo 
appeared at 278 milliseconds. Close inspection 
showed it to be the same as the former "78-msec" 
echo, now correctly displayed at 278 milliseconds 
time-of-flight [3], which corresponds to 41700 
kilometers range. 

Bill was startled at this, and asked, "Where in the 
h*** is that?" Bob smiled, and said," Right here, 
that's where." And Bob was right. The echo at 278 
milliseconds delay came from the same place as the 
origin of the signal, right there at Johnston Island. 
Now 278 milliseconds is somewhat over a quarter of 
a second, and that's probably what we were hearing 
on the communications circuit. We took a better 
look at the radar A-scope plot (which shows echo 
strength vertically, and range [actually delay time] 
horizontally), and saw that there were actually four 
fairly strong echoes persisting on the oscilloscope 
screen, the aforementioned ones at about 140 and 280 
milliseconds, and another pair at 120 and 260 
milliseconds, with the one at 260 the weakest. By 
dropping the pulse repetition rate down to its lowest 
value, one pulse per second, we saw that these new 
pulses were really at 420 milliseconds and 560 
milliseconds, approximately, corresponding to 
another trip to the antipode (the point opposite 
Johnston Island) and continuing onward to Johnston 
Island again. Now, don't forget that these long trips 
taken by the radar pulses not only required bouncing 
from earth to ionosphere again and again from 
Johnston Island all the way around the world to the 

antipode, then continuing farther to Johnston Island 
again, and then the echo of the earth contact returning 
back again by the same long path to our radar 
receiver on Johnston Island. It was mind-boggling. 

Schematic diagram of round-the-world shortwave 
signaling mode. Sending signals generally north-
east from Johnston Island, as shown, has the left-
most ( L) and rightmost ( r) rays from the Vagi an-
tenna diverging with distance until one-fourth the 
circumference of the earth has been reached. 
Thereafter, the rays converge to be highly con-
densed at the Johnston Is. Antipode, thereafter 
repeating the process, to return to Johnston Is. 
from the southwest. 

The thing Bob was concerned about was the strength 
of the echoes. He said, "Well, there goes the 
commonly-held belief that signal powers diminish as 
the square of the distance they travel, right?" We 
talked about that notion and decided that when the 
signals are trapped between a spherical earth and a 
concentric ionospheric layer above the earth, the 
spreading of the signal path with distance stops doing 
so as the distance reaches one-fourth the 
circumference of the earth, and thereafter the 
spreading not only stops, but starts to become anti-
spreading, or converging, getting tighter and tighter 
(and stronger), as the distance reaches half-way 
round the earth (at the antipode), where it is just as 
strong as it was at the place it was transmitted (less, 
of course, any of it that leaked out of the ionosphere 
top or was absorbed by the earth or ionosphere, 
themselves). These highly-concentrated signal 
raypaths at the antipode keep on going, and if the 
ionosphere continues to support propagation on that 

(Continued on page 5) 
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(Continued from page 4) 

side of the world, they 
spread again for a 
quarter-circumference, 
and then re-converge as 
they approach the origin 
again. 
We speculated that 
wherever the Johnston 
Island antipode is 
located (and we guessed 
wildly about where that 
would be on the earth, 
but concluded that it had 
to be in the South 
Atlantic, somewhere), 
the signals we were 
sending would be very 
strong, and if there were 
a ham located there, he 
or she would find Bill's 
calls outstandingly 
powerful. We then argued about what the direction of 
the path was, since Bill's Yagi antenna was pointing 
roughly north, and our rhombic radar antenna was 
fixed at the bearing to Eniwetok, more or less 
westward. Bob thought that the signals might get to 
the antipode, and then continue back to us, on all 
possible azimuths, so it shouldn't matter where we 
point the antennas. Since the radar antenna was 
fixed, we shut it down and went back to Bill's ham 
rig, which was our official NER-3 Navy communi-
cations set, as well, once he put his ICH6VLG QSL 
card back in the drawer. I thought we could reduce 
the time required to flip the rig from "transmit" to 
"receive" by eliminating the usual antenna relay and 
substituting my own "almost patented" T/R box, 
borrowed from the 0TH radar set. This self-
actuating circuit served to disconnect the receiver any 
time there was a high voltage RF signal on the 
antenna co-axial line, and it recovered from the 
"transmit" condition to the "receive" condition in 
about 30 microseconds, rather than the 100 
milliseconds of the usual transmit/receive relay. We 
would have to operate the HRO-60 receiver in its 
manual volume control mode, of course, but that was 
normal for Morse keying, anyway. 

Artist's rendition of the sun and earth showing the solar wind being deflected 
around the earth by the earth's magnetic field, forming the magnetosphere. The 
"bow wave" of this formation can act as a radio signal reflector at times giving 

rise to echoes delayed by perhaps many seconds, it is speculated. 

When all was ready, Bill tried again, and the receiver 
became active between each of the characters Bill 
keyed, a bit disconcerting, but he got used to it. The 
echoes had disappeared. After some more trying, and 

Bill's return to his old TIR relay, with still no more 
echoes, we gave up and went to the barracks to get 
some sleep. The next day we had tests with 
Eniwetok again, and tried for echoes in the late 
afternoon, finally getting a repeat of the previous 
evening's performance at about 7 p.m., with the 560-
millisecond echoes showing up again, representing 
four times around the world. The 0TH radar could 
show all four pulse echoes, but we kept the pulse 
repetition rate at 5 pulses per second [4], simply 
calculating where the echoes should fall on the 0-to-
200-millisecond horizontal range scale. Like the 
previous evening, the phenomenon lasted about an 
hour, then stopped, but on the 0TH radar the echo 
from the antipode at 139 milliseconds persisted for 
another two hours. 

By the end of May we had experienced these long-
delayed echo phenomena a dozen or more times, 
always at dusk, and always at echo delays that 
corresponded with integral circuits of the earth, that 
is, multiples of about 139 milliseconds. Our 
reporting of these events back to the lab brought back 
envelopes filled with photocopies of papers and 
reports by scientists who had studied these same 
phenomena as early as 1928. So we decided we were 
repeating old experiments and quit looking for these 
echoes. By summer I had returned to the lab, leaving 
Bill and Bob to man the radar and one end of the 

(Continued on page 6) 
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(Continued from page 5) 
communications circuit, with Willie running the other 
end. Back home again, I looked into the long-
delayed echo phenomenon, and found that A. Hoyt 
Taylor and Leo Young, of Naval Research Laboratory 
fame, had discovered delayed echoes in reception of 
signals they had transmitted, using a pulsed setup 
somewhat like our Johnston Island radar, this 
occurring back in 1928 [5]. At about the same time a 
Swede, Carl Stesrmer, had also seen such echoes [6], 
his deriving from shortwave communications stations 
in Europe. 

Taylor and Young found signal paths that required 
varying times from 10 milliseconds to well over 100 
milliseconds for the reception, after transmitting. 
The known path length was 410 kilometers, but the 
radio signal time-of-flight represented a path that 
ranged from 3000 to 30,000 kilometers in length, 
presuming the speed of the radio signal was the 
normal speed of light, 300,000 kilometers per second. 
There's the rub, according to Taylor and Young. 
They reasoned that at their signal launch angles, 
which were steeply aimed upward, the effective 
speed of the wave as it enters the ionosphere, can be 
reduced considerably, depending on the electron 
density at the altitude where the up-going signal 
wave gets stopped and turned back downward. 
Stormer postulated several possible mechanisms for 
causing the same delays of signals after he witnessed 
receiving 31-meter broadcast signals from station 
PCJJ in Hilversum (Netherlands) at his lab in Oslo. 
For a short period in March 1928 he heard the direct 
signal, followed up to "several seconds" later, by a 
duplicate of the same signal. He postulated some 
possible reasons why this could happen, and at least 
one coincided with the Taylor and Young hypothesis. 

ERCO's research into this phenomenon focused on 
those antipodal [7] signal-concentration character-
istics. We were contemplating exploiting such modes 
in creating reliable Navy fleet communications in 
disrupted conditions. We eventually (by 1961) had 
built a special omnidirectional vertical stack of 
broadband antennas we could excite with our 0TH 
radar transmitters at a field site at Muirkirk, MD [8]. 
With this antenna we could launch shortwave signals 
at very low elevation angles, and could obtain 
antipodal echoes over parts of the day and nearly all 
night. The research into this mode of transmission 
was associated with a secure communications system 
under development. We lost interest in the "other" 
long-delayed echo issue, leaving it to the HF hams to 

Earth as seen from di-ectly over Johnston Island, 
at local di.sk in May. Round-the-world propaga-
tion is most readily accomplished along the dusk 
line (daylight-darkness transition) passing over 
Hawaii and extreme northwestern Canada. 

report on from time to time in QST and CQ 
magazines. 

By 1969, Dr. Mike Villard of Stanford University 
(later with SRI International) became interested in 
these LDEs, as he termed them. He had carefully 
researched all the reports of radio signal echoes that 
persisted longer than a simple reflection from the 
antipode or a single trip round-the-world. Most of 
the sources he could find on the subject were either 
very old, dating back to the late 1920s, or were from 
the radio amateurs, who reported mainly in their two 
ham magazines, QST and CQ, their anecdotal 
experiences with unusual LDEs. In his several 
papers on this research [9], Mike tried to categorize 
the experiences as to length of delay, method of 
measurement, and fidelity of measurement. Those 
who simply heard a sound following their 
transmission, or who didn't measure the time delay, 
or who could not remember when or where it had 
occurred were ignored or put in a category not 
counted in the statistical study. In his 1971 QST 
article, he was able to show that at least a few of the 
reported experiences were the result of mischief-
makers with tape recorders and transmitters, some 
possibly not licensed. 

In 1979, another Stanford professor, R. N. Bracewell, 
wrote a Stanford report entitled "Communications 
from Superior Galactic Communities," which turned 
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(Continued from page 6) 
on the imaginations of people wanting to believe we 
could be visited by aliens [ 10]. Some of the research 
noted in this report was by Frank Drake, later named 
the SETI program manager for research into 
communicating with aliens, using the giant 
radiotelescope at Arecibo, Puerto Rico. Frank later 
wrote an article on the subject for Sky and Telescope 
magazine. This was the report often referenced in Art 
Bell's all-night radio call-in shows covering extra-
terrestrial subjects in the 1990s. 

At this point it is prudent to review the mechanisms 
known to be possible in producing substantially long-
delayed echoes of shortwave (and higher-frequency) 
echoes of transmissions made on the ground. Here 
we do not consider the usual tens-of-milliseconds 
delays in propagation incurred in ordinary (and 
sometimes strange) earth-to-ionosphere-to-earth paths 
taken by ordinary shortwave signals. 

First, there are the round-the-world modes that seem 
to have very low signal losses, and appear very 
strongly at certain times of day. They are 
characterized by having discrete delays, 
corresponding to the time required to propagate radio 
signals to the transmitter's antipode and then either 
onward, or reflected back, to the origin. These delays 
are multiples of 0.138 to 0.14 seconds ( 138-140 
milliseconds). Up to 5 or 6 circuits of the globe have 
been seen (taking up to 0.84 second to final echo). 

Second, there are both shorter and longer echo delays, 
some lasting "several seconds," most likely caused by 
trapped propagation to various depths into the earth's 
magnetosphere where they could be reflected by 
energetic clouds of electrons. These signals could be 
at shortwave frequencies, but would be more likely at 
LF or MF bands (30 kHz to 3000 kHz), and would 
have to occur at local nighttime, when the solar-
excited absorptive D-region is absent. These signal 
delays would not occur with the regularity of the 
round-the-world shortwave echoes discussed above, 
but would require special ionospheric and 
magnetospheric conditions. The conditions favoring 
these modes of signal propagation are currently being 
studied in programs like HAARP, the High-frequency 
Active Auroral Research Program [ 11]. 

Third, perhaps another mechanism is in play here, one 
that yields discrete delays that run in the 
neighborhood of 2.5 seconds. These are echoes of 
transmissions that strike the moon and bounce back 
with sufficient strength to be detected. In the late 

1920s, Taylor and Young, (the NRL duo mentioned 
earlier), tried to see if their pulsed radar-like system 
operating at shortwave frequencies in Anacostia, 
could get a radar-like echo from the moon. They 
failed, but were not overly perturbed by this because 
calculations had shown that the echo would be 
weaker than the usual atmospheric noise, but they 
thought it worth a try. 

Just after the conclusion of World War 2, memories of 
the German V2 rocket attacks of that war worried 
defense planners about future rocket threats, and they 
wondered what the ultimate distance capabilities of 
radar might be. In Project Diana, the Army Signal 
Corps put together a large radar set operating at about 
110 MHz, initially based on an FM system that had 
been in development for over two years by E. H. 
Armstrong. Early tests disclosed problems with the 
radar, so it was redesigned, more along the lines of 
the pulse-type SCR-270 (which had detected the 
Japanese aircraft approaching Hawaii at the outbreak 
of WW2). They boosted the power level and then 
combined four of that radar's antenna arrays to form a 
larger array. Finally, to produce more energy per 
radar pulse, they lengthened the pulse from its normal 
50 microseconds (0.00005 second) to about a quarter 
of a second, a factor of 5000. On 10 June, 1946, with 
this super-radar aimed at the moon, they succeeded in 
seeing echoes of their long pulses, delayed by 
approximately 2.5 seconds, corresponding to astron-
omers' estimates of the round-trip distance from earth 
to moon. The long pulse, however, came back yet 
longer, indicating that a considerable portion of the 
moon was contributing to the echo. The concern was 
that a shorter, more accurately-resolving pulse might 
not yield a readable echo, but instead would yield a 
large array of tiny echoes from all the scattered 
features of the moon's topography, each echo well 
below the background noise level. Not much was 
done with the result obtained with this large Army 
radar, except that they were heartened by the ease 
with which the radar was increased in capability. 

But Hoyt Taylor's people at NRL were pleased with 
the Army's success at eliciting a moon echo. They 
thought perhaps long-range communications to ships 
far out at sea could be achieved by moon-bounce 
signaling modes. Of course there was always the 
usual shortwave long-haul (ionospheric) 
communications method, but the ionosphere, on 
which it depended, was fickle and not predictable in 
detail. Taylor couldn't get his superiors excited 
enough to put some money into the idea, however. By 

(Continued on page 8) 
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(Continued from page 7) 
coincidence, James H. Trexler, an NRL engineer who 
worked in the secret area of radar countermeasures, 
had an idea that the moon echo mode could be 
covertly exploited to collect information on others' 
radar signals, simply by aiming a sensitive receiver/ 
antenna toward the moon and listening carefully on 
suspected radar operating frequencies [ 12]. He 
reasoned that there was always the likelihood that 
some of the other party's radar signals were 
inadvertently directed toward the moon at times; if so, 
a sufficiently sensitive receiver might collect that 
radar's echoes from the moon, and a study of these 
echoes might yield information on the capabilities of 
the otherwise inaccessible radar. Taylor and the NRL 
communications people needed just such an 
operational imperative to get funding for their moon-
bounce communications trials, so they cooperated 
with Trexler, and together they put the PAMOR 
(PAssive MOon Relay) program together, funded 
initially by the spooky Naval Security Group. 

Continued in Part 2, November 2011 issue of Radio 
Age. 
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[1] ERCO was Engineering and Research Corpora-
tion, Riverdale, MD, owned by Henry Berliner, son of 
Emile Berliner, inventor of the disc phonograph 
(lateral cut). ERCO made the Ercoupe aircraft, flight 
simulators for training aircrews, and 0TH radars. 
[2] Prechtl was acutely aware of the rule that amateur 
radio could not be practiced while being paid for 
communicating, which is why he promptly placed his 
QSL card over the large "NER-3" stenciled on the 
transmitter when he went off duty and worked ham 
radio. 
[3] At 5 pulses per second, the maximum echo delay 
that could be unambiguously displayed was 200 
milliseconds; echoes from beyond that distance 

(delay) would be aliased to appear somewhere in the 
next pulse's 200-millisecond display span. 
[4] Operating at one pulse per second, as we had 
tried the previous day, caused our Caterpillar Diesel 
generator to "lope." Apparently its throttle governor 
tended to resonate at about 1 Hz, so thereafter, we 
avoided that pulse rate. 
[5] Proc. Inst. Radio Eng., vol. 16, May 1928 Taylor and 
Young used the same pulsed shortwave setup that 
they had built for proving the existence of, and 
locating, the earth's ionosphere layers, some 60 to 
500 kilometers in altitude. 
[6] Stiirmer, Carl, Nature, 122, November 3 1928, 
Letters to Editor. 
[7] The global antipode of any site is that place that is 
directly opposite it on the spherical earth. As 
explained in the former paragraphs, signals from a 
shortwave transmitter can, under the right conditions, 
propagate almost without loss in strength, to the 
antipode. ERCO conducted experiments between 
Spain (transmitter) and New Zealand (receiver) sites 
to test antipodal signal propagation. 
[8] See "Muirkirk Radio — History in Our Midst," by 
E. Lyon, Radio Age, July 1997, pp.9ff. 
[9] O. G. Villard (W6QYT), et al., "The magneto-
spheric echo box - A type of long-delayed echo 
explained," QST, Oct. 1980, pp. 11-14, and O. G. 
Villard, et al., "Long-Delayed Echoes...Radio's 
'Flying Saucer' Effect," QST, April 1969, for 
examples. 
[10] Bracewell, R.N., "Communications from Super-
ior Galactic Communities," Nature, 186, pp. 670-671, 
May 1960. 
[11] See web site www.haarp.alaska.edu 
[12] Trexler realized that the moon's position would 
be proper for reflections from specific radar sites in 
Russia only for short periods each month, and he felt 
this method would be safer than flying ferret aircraft 
near the Soviet borders. 

FOR THE RECORD 
The August meeting of the Mid-Atlantic Antique Radio Club was held at the Davidsonville facility on Aug. 21 
2011, with approximately 43 members present. The timing and theme for RadioActivity 2012 was discussed in 
the board conference and at the general meeting, with the tentative dates 21-23 June, and the theme "Radio Cor-
respondence Schools." Mr. John Thompson, former CEO of National Radio Institute will team with Brian 
Belanger to address the banqueteers at the meet. Radios, test equipment, and literature will be featured at the 
banquet and the Old Equipment Contest. 

A prolific Show-'n'-Tell session was conducted by Willie Sessoms, featuring a group of items picked up by Nick 
at a retired collector's home. Willie, himself, also showed a neat midget radio whose cost was left unstated by 
Willie. Domi Sanchez gave the presentation, on Radios in Series, and he showed a full set of Zenith Model 
800s. WOW. He also reported that the day's auction brought about $96 to the coffers. 
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WUNDERLICH TUBE CHARACTERISTICS 
BY ED LYON AND JOE SOUSA 

Very few radios ever used the Wunderlich tube in their Superhet as the second detector, for two propable reasons: first, few 
engineers of the time had the time to learn of its capabilities; second, diodes in the form of portions of triodes had been in 
use for several years, and good second-detector tubes featuring diodes were becoming available at the time Wunderlich s 
tube came out. 

M 0ST of us in the radio collecting racket ... make 
that hobby ... have come across the Wunderlich 
tube, usually because we found a radio that 

called for one, and there was none available for it. At least 
one of the high-end Scotts used that tube for second detec-
tor and first audio stages. The tube was unique at the time, 
but could be replaced, with a bit of rework, by a type 55 or 
85 duo-diode/triode, made for the same purpose. Mean-
while several manufacturers came out with Wunderlich 
clones, like the type 69 or 70, also extremely rare today. 
The Wunderlich (or any of its clones) is a cylindrical-
element triode having fully concentric geometry, with the 
grid made of wire circular loops welded to support rods. 
The trick is that the odd-numbered wire loops are welded 
to one rod and the even-numbered loops are welded to a 
separate rod. As you might guess, each grid exerts nearly 
identical control over the plate current, each with a certain 
gain, and both grids wired together act with twice that gain 
(Gm), or nearly so. 

As a second detector the tube gets push-pull IF signals 
from a center-tapped last IF transformer secondary, so that 
no IF signal appears at the plate, but the rectified IF enve-
lope (the audio we are trying to strip from the IF signal) 
acts in concert on the two grids, being doubly amplified in 
the plate circuit. The advantages of this are numerous, and 
have been discussed in several articles on the subject, best 
done by Lud Sibley in Tube Collector and in Radio Age. 
Joe Sousa has put his tube characteristic curve tracer to 
work characterizing the Wunderlich and one of its clones, 
looking for the tube's capabilities as a dual-control triode, 
complete with any inherent gammatron-mode effect. 

We show a couple of the basic characteristic curves here, 
but the full set can be got via e-mail by contacting Joe at 
jIrmsousa(at)Comcast.net. He will also supply a good list 
of references, as space is limited here. 

The two sets of plate current-vs.-plate voltage curves 
shown here demonstrate how closely the two concentric 
grids match in control of the plate current. The upper has 
grid l(pin 3) being varied while grid l(pin 4) is fixed at — 
6V, while the lower curves show the opposite grid connec-
tions, grid l(pin 3) fixed with grid l(pin 4) varied. 

Joe has run the curves over the full gamut of grid voltages, 
including the relatively linear positive-grid region. 

In Joe's e-mail address above, substitute @ for (at), of 
course. 
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NEXT year's RadioActivity 2012 
will mark the 256' year of 
MAARC summertime antique 

radio conventions. At the first one, 
when MAARC was but three years old, 
the club had the honor (and duty) to be 
host of the Antique Radio Club of 
America (ARCA) annual convention, 
the joint meeting conducted at New 

Carrollton, MD. It marked the largest ARCA 
convention ever. The flea market filled a secluded 
parking lot, with over 210 registered vendors. Five 
seminars were conducted, a very large auction was 
held, and there was a sumptuous banquet, where four 
famous Washington radio experts [ 1] discussed early 
radio research and broadcasting in the area. Two 44-
passenger tour buses were hired to take attendees for a 
special tour of the Smithsonian. There, Ed Lyon had 
persuaded the Smithsonian's Elliott Sivowitch to 
bring out some of the most rare radio artifacts, 
including Armstrong's first regenerative radio, 
Armstrong's first superheterodyne radio, Hazeltine's 
first complete Neutrodyne radio [2], Armstrong's 
special regenerative receiver made for David Sarnoff, 
and several films and audio tapes of historical 
importance. Surprisingly, photography was allowed, 
and some attendees took turns photographing these 
unique exhibits. Sadly, these artifacts were returned 
to the Smithsonian's Silver Hill warehouse, and might 
not again be displayed during our lifetimes. Long-
time MAARC member Glenn Hartong captured a rare 
photo of the Armstrong original superhet, seen here 
(as the six-tube plus two-tube cabinets in the 
foreground). 

AT that convention, spouses of several MAARC 
members exhibited a beautiful quilt they had 
crafted, featuring a radio theme — specifically, 

radio of the 1930s. Primary craftsladies on this project 
were Gwen Hartong, Millie Lyon, and Kathy Koester. 
This quilt was auctioned at the convention for $500, 
the winning bidder being Gary Schneider, the founder 
and then-editor of Antique Radio Classyied. In June 
2011, after 24 years of storage at Gary's place in 
Cleveland, the quilt was repurchased and now is in 
storage at the Lyon's. It will be displayed at a 
MAARC meeting in the near future, and will be on 
display at its silver anniversary, RadioActivity 2012. 
At the picture shown here, Millie Lyon and Gwen 
Hartong discuss what they remembered of its 
construction problems at Gwen's home, after its 
repurchase. It displays five 1930s radios and a 
panorama (on top) of 1930s radio performers, 
including FDR, Edgar Bergen and Charlie McCarthy, 
Jack Benny, Orphan Annie and Sandy, and the Lone 
Ranger. The overall quilt is based on the traditional 
"log cabin" style. 

(Continued on page 11) 
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(Continued from page 10) 

RADIO Age continues to get compliments from 
readers, and probably the best compliment is 
to be cited in other papers and articles, or to 

be copied in other newsletters and journals. Our 
recent paper on the Canadian Rogers' 6X6G tube 
prompted The Ottawa Vintage Radio Club to reprint 
the work in their journal for later this year. The 
August 2011 issue of Tube Collector, the journal of 
the Tube Collectors Association (TCA) contains four 
or five excellent papers, at least three of which cite 
Radio Age articles as references. The TCA also 
selected this Radio Age editor as 2011 recipient of the 
Stokes Award for documentation, citing two specific 
2011 Radio Age pieces and a tradition of tube-related 
articles. Thanks, TCA; it's gratifying to have one's 
work appreciated. 

CHRIS Kocsis spotted an old radio at a flea 
market a couple months ago, and noted the 
unusual tubes it had in it. These are pictured 

here. Both tubes are in blue glass, reminiscent of 
Arcturus, but the shielded one has an aluminum base 
housing that will not slip off the tube, being REALLY 
tightly pressed into place. He has received some help 
from Lud Sibley and the TCA, but would like to 
know if others have chanced across these tubes by 
Air Service. 

The "shielded Air Service tube, shield 
removed. Shield shown above, next col-
umn, with close-up below it. 

The other tube was similar, but without the shield at-
tachment, and looked like a power output tube, just 
based on the "W" filament and general structure. 

Wanted: 
Electronic Cleanouts 

Absolute best price 
Collections, contents, attic. 

basement. garage. accumulations. 
Generous offers. 
honest pricing. 

uni mited funds, cash! 
Will travel. 

Want Senco7e capacitor checker 

Model LC- 102 or LC- 103. 

Call Alan Feinsteir 
(MAARC member) 

Please call 
(410 ., 740-5222 or 
240-478-1100 

 • 
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BILL AND JOE-PART 9 
BY WALTER LINDENBACH 

L
AST time, Bill had just wound six turns of 

"multi-filar" wire around a toroid, and Joe 

had said that he thought it was only five 

turns. 

What's a Turn?  

"Don't count so good, huh Sonny? Do you know what 

a turn is?" 

"Well of cour -- are you teasing again, Bill?" 

"Only a little bit. Have a look at these." Bill took four 

toroids, and placed bits of wire through them. They 

are in Figure 6. 

Figure 6. Which toroid has one 
turn? 

"Okay, which is a 

turn?" 

"Humm. I'd say 

the -- Bill, is this a 

trick question?" 

"Nope. I'll spare 

you the trouble of 

guessing. They all 

are! Current in 

each of those wires 

passes through the 

toroid. That means 

it is a turn." 

"Oh, so leads 

passing through 

the toroid are one turn even if they don't go all the 

way around, yes?" 

"Just right," replied Bill, "now let's finish our trans-

former." 

"Sure. What's next?" 

"We have to choose and identify one winding as the 

primary. Then we have to identify each of the other 

windings, and connect them together for the secon-

dary." 

"You said something about colors being useful. Now 

I see why. I suppose we could use an ohmmeter and 

label each winding." 

"That's the idea," replied Bill. 

They unwound all 10 leads, one from the other, tinned 

the ends, stuck bits of masking tape on each and la-

beled one side Si, S2, S3 (for "start"), and so on, and 
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the other side Fi, F2, F3 (for "finish"), and so on, 

finding the ends of each winding with the ohmmeter. 

Bill marked the winding Si-Fl, "P" for "primary" at 

both ends. Then he marked the winding end labeled 

S2, "S" for "secondary", found the end labeled F2, 

and twisted it around the end labeled S3. Next, the 

end labeled F3 was twisted around the end labeled S4, 

then the end labeled F4 was twisted around the end 

labeled S5, and finally, the end labeled F5 was 

marked "S". The result is shown in Figure 7. 

Now the twisted pairs were shortened and soldered 

together. Bill put a little copper clip on the twisted 

pair to be soldered, between the solder area and the 

core, to keep the heat from the core. Now, the trans-

former-to-be looked like Figure 8. 

Figure 8. All windings reduced 
to two. 

MAARC's web site: www.maarc.org 

Finally, Bill put 

little pieces of spa-

ghetti tubing on 

the soldered wind-

ing-ends and on 

the primary and 

secondary pairs. 

Then he coated 

them with rubber 

cement. 

"Notice," he said 

to Joe, "I'm using 
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(Continued from page 12, Bill and Joe) 

rubber cement. Don't use anything harder on ferrite 

cores. Two-part epoxy will change the magnetic char-

acteristics of the core. And I untwisted the primary 

and secondary pairs at the core because this is the 

point where the voltage across a winding is highest, 

and where any capacitance can cause unwanted reso-

nances. 

"Okay! Thar she be. Your new antenna transformer." 

It's shown in Figure 9. 

Figure 9. The finished RF transformer, with primary and 

secondary labeled. 

Proof of the Pudding 

"Oh wonderful!" chirped Joe, "Now, shall we see 

what it does?" 

"Betchar replied Bill, "here's the setup." And he 

took a paper pad and drew it. It's Figure 10. 

50 Ohm 
Signal 
Generator 

Rgen 

500 7500 

ZAnt Z Lead-In 

4J L 
Pri 

800 Ohms i 

Ant 
Sec 

50  Ohms 

Figure 10. The transformer in its test setup. 

Lead- In 
Volta 

"We have to simulate the antenna as a voltage source 

as nearly as we can, so the generator has two resistors 

in series with it. The 50-ohm resistor represents the 

source impedance of the generator and, if we add 750 

ohms, we have an 800-ohm voltage source which 

represents the antenna with an 800-ohm source im-

pedance. 

"Then, our transformer converts that source imped-

ance into 50 ohms, which reduces the voltage by a 

factor of 4, which is the turns ratio. Now we want to 

see if your nice, shiny, new transformer will do that, 

and if it will do it over the whole HF band. 

"One more detail. The absolute maximum efficiency 

for coupling between a generator and a load is 50%. 

It occurs when the internal impedance of the genera-

tor is equal to the impedance of the load. If these im-

pedances contain reactance as well as resistance, the 

reactances must be related to each other as conju-

gates. That means simply that if, for example, the 

generator internal impedance consists of resistance 

and inductance, the load impedance must consist of 

resistance and capacitance, and the inductive and ca-

pacitive reactances must be equal at the frequency of 

operation — the resonant frequency." 

"Yes," Joe interjected, "but the antenna has a source 

impedance which is mostly capacitive, and the resis-

tance is certainly not 800 ohms. The lead-in imped-

ance should be 50 ohms -- if we can put a nice 50-

ohm termination on the receiver end -- but that cer-

tainly is not a perfect match. What happens now?" 

"Pessimist! But you're absolutely right. Remember, 

we decided on an 800-ohm primary only because it is 

difficult to make a transformer that has a flat re-

sponse over the whole HF band with a higher wind-

ing impedance. So, what happens now? We take what 

we get!" 

"Thank you. And what do we get?" 

"Well, we'll know that by measuring the transformer 

frequency response." 

At Bill's workbench, they arranged the generator, 

transformer, and RF voltmeter according to Figure 

10, and got the results in table 1, on the next page. 

Bill explained that, since the generator was not termi-

nated in 50 ohms, setting it at an output of "0 dBm" 

meant that it would apply very nearly 0.447V -- that's 

twice the 'terminated' voltage -- to the RA-transformer 

primary series circuit. Then, with a 50-ohm load on 

the transformer secondary, the transformer primary 

impedance would be 800 ohms, and the voltage 

(Continued on page 14) 
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(continued from page 13) 

across it would be half the generator voltage, or 

0.224V. 

f MHz. VsEc dBv 

1 - 11.8 
10 - 12 

23 - 12.8 
1, 
-D - 14 

33 - 13 

65 - 14 

80 - 15 

85 - 17 

130 - 18 
-, 

Table 1, List of output volt-
ages, in dBV, as a function of 
frequency. 

If there is no loss 

in the transformer, 

the secondary volt-

age would be the 

primary voltage 

divided by the 

turns ratio, which 

is 4, so the secon-

dary voltage 

would be 55.9 mV, 

and that is 12 dB 

lower than the 

transformer pri-

mary voltage. 

"Wow!" Joe ex-

ulted, "That's won-

derful! So the 

highest loss in the HF band is 2 dB at 25 MHz, and it 

will go all the way up to 130 MHz with only 6 dB 

loss. Hey Bill ol' Buddy, that's a pretty good trans-

former! Now, what's the signal strength gain over a 

direct connection?" 

Bill replied, "I said last time it was 12 db. Nope! 

More good news! The truth is the theoretical im-

provement is at least 23 dB -- that's about 4 S-units! 

But just remember, that's signal strength only, not 

signal-to-noise. And now you have to look out for 

signal overload with strong stations." 

"Yes, yes, I understand." Joe was radiant. "But oh 

man, just wait until I try it out! Now I have to figure 

out how to mount and connect it." 

"Next time. But --" 

"Sure — I know — time to go home. Thanks heaps, 

Bill! G'nite." 

"G'nite." 
* * * 

Walter Lindenbach can be reached at linden-

bachw@shaw.ca. If you have questions about making 

transformers, send me a note. I will reply. Promise. 

****** 

The Mail Bag Runneth Over 
or 

Questions needing answers 
Send replies to either Radio Age editor 

Ron Roncoe, our intrepid MIT professor, still has 
some questions about that Gold Hall grandfathers 
clock radio combination that he acquired, and wishes 
to restore. Specifically, can anyone identify the ac-
tual manufacturer of the radio, based on the tube lay-

out he supplied, viz.: 

And Paul Orrick wants to know what these 
little devices are. They came in a set of four, 
nearly identical, and the interesting part is 

that there had been a filament or fuse wire across the 
whitish short leads at the end of the little cylinder. 
All four had their wires blown at some time. As you 
can see, these are small, and are phenolic, with tiny 
handles and plated ends, for connection in a socket. 
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Ads are free of charge to club members. Please, one ad per member per month, 
limited to 100 words. All ads are subject to editing. Ads will not be repeated 
unless resubmitted. Send ads to editors, whose addresses are on page 2. The 
usual deadline for receipt of ads is the 1st of the month preceding publication. 
No phone-in ads, please, but email is welcomed. 

SERVICES: Professional 
restorations for all TUBE TYPE 
antique table radios, floor model 
consoles, cathedrals, tombstones, 
battery sets, communication 
receivers and music amplifiers. 
Complete overhauls to factory 
specifications. Lacquer sprayed, 
hand rubbed cabinet refinishing. 
Reasonable rates. Free estimates. 
UPS/USPS/FEDEX/TRUCK 
shipments accepted. 4 year warranty 
on new parts. Bob Eslinger/KRIU, 
ANTIQUE RADIO RESTORATION 
& REPAIR, 20 Gary School Road, 
Pomfret Center, CT 06259. Hours: 
9am-5pm eastern, Tuesday thru 
Saturday. Telephone/fax: 860-928-
2 6 2 8 . E-mail: 
bob@oldradiodoc.com. Please come 
visit us on the web at http:// 
www.oldradiodoc.com or stop by... 
when in the New England area. 

Antique Radio Repair : 30 
years experience in repair of 
antique radios and tube 
equipment. Reasonable 
Rates. Jay Forbes, 21128 
Stonecrop PI, Ashburn, VA, 
20147. 703-729-9432. Email: 
JFRADI0@aol.com 

Sale: Radio test equipment 
operating manuals for sale. 
Complete list available via email 
in pdf format of Hickok, RCA, 
Sencore, Accurate, Clough, 
Supreme, etc. Over 200 models 
of older test equipment. S. James 
Richards; 
macon109@gmail.com. 

For Sale: New! Accurate 
reproduction of Zenith wood 

knobs reproduced in resin. Rubber 
grommets, washers, and repro 
knobs for major brands and others. 
Rubber feet and chassis/motor 
supports for RCA 45 players. CD's, 
DVD's of early radio courses and 
books. Some TV knobs for Pilot 
and Motorola. Masks for Motorola 
VT71, VT73. Go to 
www.RenovatedRadios.com See 
the full selection of radio parts I 
make. Don't do Internet? Call me 
at (586) 876-9802. Ed Schutz, 
blacksmith@RenovatedRadios.com 

For Sale: Signal Generator. 
Manufactured by Supreme 
Instruments Corporation, Model 
561. This is a combination Audio 
and RF Signal Generator. Audio 
output impedance switchable from 
50 ohms to 50K ohms in 4 steps. 
RF output is 65 kc to 20.5 MHz. 
Output is metered. This fits the 
description of an antique with a 
dove-tail construction wood 
cabinet and impressive front panel 
with lots of push buttons and 
control knobs. Complete with all 
tubes installed. Line cord faulty. 
Not tested. Photographs available. 
If interested, please make offer. 
Paul J. Bernazani, 44475 Tyrone 
Terrace, Ashburn, VA 20147. Ph. 
703-723-8605. 

Wanted: Zenith chassis from 
1937 and 1938, need several types 
to fix up some projects. Also 
looking 
for a 1938 Zenith 12S267. Also 
need a 12-inch Zenith speaker for a 
9S262. (Joe Koester, 1020 Huron 

Drive, Crossville, TN 38572, 
jwkoest@charter.net) 

INFO: The remarkable Bell 
System Technical Journal is now 
available online at: 
http://www.alcatel-
lucent.com/bstj/ 

Get Well: Plank member Glenn 
Hartong is recovering from 
painful and serious spine surgery, 
and would appreciate get-well 
messages, we're sure. Via e-mail 
is easiest: gggsh@ix.netcom.com 

Book: Mahlon Loomis, who 
experimented and demonstrated 
Wireless Radio in 1864, by 
sending signals 18 miles using 
400-foot wire antennas, and 
keying same to ground using free 
power available at 2000 foot 
elevations on top of mountains in 
northern Virginia. Loomis 
received a patent in 1872 and 
Corporation Charter by US 
Congress in 1873. Describing his 
work and the File in the US 
Library of Congress is the book 
by Thomas Appleby, Mahlon 
Loomis Inventor of Radio, (c) 
Copyright 1967, 188 pages, now 
available for $35 + s&h $5; 
Contact Svanholm Research 
Laboratories, 1604 Nelson St., 
Adelphi, MD 20782 , 
n3rf@earthlink.net , http:// 
NRF.netcom.com 
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Mid-Atlantic Antique Radio Club 
do Geoff Shearer 
14408 Brookmere Dr. 
Centreville, VA 20120-4107 

MA-A-IZC 11cur CA,ten4A1-1 
Sun., Sept. 18 

Sun., Oct. 16 

Sun., Nov 20 

Sun, Dec 18 

Presort Standard 
US Postage Paid 
Permit 1502 
Merrifield, VA 

1111111111111 II II III I 1111 II 111111..11.1.111...111.11.1.1.11 11.1.111.1.1. 

*******AUTO**SCH 3-DIGIT 210 
2012-11 
Bruce Shetrone 
969 Shore Acres Rd 
Arnold, MD 21012-1724 

MAARC meeting at the Davidsonville Family Recreation 
Center. See p. 2 for map and directions. Tailgating at 11:30, 
meeting at 1:30. Annual elections this meeting. Display table 
radio year = 1938, Presentation: Henry Lee and his favorite 
subject, Long-Wave Radio and radios. 

RADIOFALLFEST 2011. MAARC's big free antique radio 
meet and Hamfest, rolled into one! No admission charge; 
Food and drink available. At the Davidsonville Family 
Recreation Center, Davidsonville, MD. Map: p2. Gates open 
at 0800 for tailgating. Huge auction starts at 12. 

MAARC meeting at the Davidsonville Family Recreation 
Center. See p. 2 for map and directions. Tailgating at 11:30, 

meeting at 1:30. Display table radio year = 1939, Presenta-
tion: Charlie Scarborough talks on Permutations of the AA5 
Radio series. 

MAARC meeting at Sully Station, at the Sully Community 
Center off Westfields. Tailgating at 11:30, meeting at 1:30. 
Annual elections this meeting. Display table radio year = 

1940, Presentation: Ed Lyon on Shortwave Radio and radios. 

Hamfests: Check ARRL webpage for schedules, locations, contacts. 
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